
Stare Byki FC: Friends, Passion, Soccer

The Blue Team solidified their hold on second place
in the 2nd Division’s Red Section when they toppled the
previously undefeated Pitbulls 3:2 last Friday. The Byki
overcame a shaky start to the match, as the aggressive
Pitbulls parlayed high pressure into two early goals. The
Byki leveled the score by the break and then found a way
to win and nab all three points.

The match was meaningless for the Pitbulls, who
already clinched promotion to the 1st Division the week
before. But an undefeated season was still on the line and
they fought with great tenacity to maintain their record.
The match had a rancorous ending, as the desperate
Pitubulls resorted to some unsavory physical play to get
back into the game. The Byki, however, held their nerve
in the face of difficult conditions.

Coach John Flood had to deal with several last-minute
cancellations and took the field with just nine players in
uniform. In the time that it took the Byki to sort out
positions and substitutions, the Pitbulls were all over them

with their hard-hitting style of play. It’s a style that’s well
suited to the cramped upstairs field at the Odeum, as a
team lacking in skill can crash their way into creating
scoring chances by throwing their bodies at every loose
ball.

With only 1:38 gone, Flood blocked a shot at his near
post when the ball smacked him in the head. Flood
recovered in time to clear away the rebound. Just 1:14
later, the Pitbulls converted a shot from the right side as
they came hard on the counterattack. The lead increased
to 2:0 with 5:31 gone when a shot from a very shallow
angle found the back of the net.

The Byki got themselves back onto stable footing a
few minutes later. Blake Jungmeyer crushed a shot from
the red line for his 13th goal of the season to cut the deficit
in half.

Smart pressure by the Byki turned the tables on the
Pitbulls late in the first half. The Pitbulls goalie displayed
a tendency to wander from his goal and the Byki took
advantage of his shaky foot skills. He came out of his box
to control a ball in the corner, but arrived too late. Todd
Trowbridge swooped in to apply high pressure, resulting
in a turnover. Trowbridge quickly hit a pass off the boards
to Chris Wurst, who was perfectly positioned in the middle
of the box to knock the ball into the net left vacant by the
wandering keeper.

With the early deficit now a distant memory, the Byki
set out to grab the lead. While the Pitbulls were flinging
themselves at the Byki in hopes of winning the ball, the
Byki were playing soccer and finding openings in the
Pitbulls defense.

With 13:50 left in the contest, an unmarked Jungmeyer
received the ball at the penalty arc. He shot immediately
and the keeper came up with a massive reaction save.

Only 1:46 later, the Byki were a step quicker than the
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 Byki  leave  Pitbulls  angry  losers
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9308 47th St in Brookfield
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Pitbulls on the counter. Trowbridge played creator again,
sprinting up the left flank. He played a diagonal ball for
Wurst, who had beaten his man to the far post and slipped
the ball home for a 3:2 lead.

The Pitbulls increased their level of intensity in the
closing minutes, but would not find an equalizer. The Byki
endured some nervous moments at the end. With the ball
loose in the corner to Flood’s left, a Pitbulls player sent a
pass high off the glass across the goal. A teammate ran
full steam to reach the ball, but crashed into the boards
instead and the Byki cleared the ball to safety.

The Pitbulls turned out to be rather sore losers, judging
by the way they ran their mouths after the match. Perhaps
a return engagement in Sunday’s playoffs will get them
to pipe down.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
Jungmeyer; 8:53; 1:2. Wurst (Trowbridge); 15:08; 2:2. Wurst
(Trowbridge); 25:56; 3:2.

BYKI LINEUP (2-2-1): Flood – S. Kreydich, Maloney – Trowbridge,
Jungmeyer – Pearlmann. Bench: Berkebile, Hoeper, Wurst.

The Over 30s got their revenge on Juanacatlan last
Friday when two goals in the final minute propelled the
oldboys to a 4:2 victory. In the first meeting between the
sides, Juanacatlan broke open a 1:1 deadlock with two late
goals. The Byki improve their record to 5-1-9 for the
season.

The match was a tight struggle for the Byki, but it
didn’t have to be. Both Juanacatlan goals could have been
avoided if the Byki had taken better care of the ball. “Plays
like that happen indoors all the time,” said coach George
Gorecki afterwards. “The transition from offense to
defense can come very quickly. When your team responds
well, nothing comes from the mistakes. When they don’t,
you can run into problems.”

Neither side were able to find breaches in the other’s
defense until the middle of the first half, when the Byki
broke the ice. Maciej Kekus stood over the ball for a re-start
near the boards on the left side and spotted an unmarked
Jon Silverstein in the middle of the box. Kekus made the
easy pass and Silverstein made the easy finish for a 1:0
lead.

The Byki gave away possession at midfield 2:50 later
and subsequently gave away the lead. After getting the
ball, a Juanacatlan player made a long pass along the right
flank to a sprinting teammate. Dean Fukar came out to
challenge for the ball, but the Juanacatlan player got there
first and waltzed into the empty net.

Juanacatlan tried to increase their advantage and had
ample opportunities, as the Byki had problems hanging
onto the ball. But Juanacatlan failed to transform their
possession advantage into any more goals.

The Byki defense managed to hold firm to start the
second frame, but Fukar was called upon to save the day
on a couple of occasions. Just moments after a Kekus
scoring attempt was denied on the goal line, Juanacatlan
pushed forward on the counter. Fukar was well-positioned
to make the save on a hard shot. A few minutes later, Fukar
cleaned up a messy defensive play when he blocked a shot
from short range.

The Byki grabbed the lead back with 7:10 left in the
match. Steven Pedlow led the charge from the back along
the right side after making a steal. He sent the ball to Jakub
Banbor, who had been left unmarked. With only the keeper
to beat, Banbor made no mistake and the confident Byki
were 2:1 up.

Juanacatlan knotted things up with 4:40 to go. A poorly
timed backpass by the Byki turned into mayhem, as the
ball pinged around the Byki penalty area. No defenders
could gain possession and a Juanacatlen player tapped the
ball home.

That equalizer was a deflating moment for the Byki,
but they simply rolled up their sleeves and got to work on
winning the game. It came down to crunch time and the
Byki went on the power play with 1:55 left. They played
the ball patiently, probing the defense for openings. The
best that the Juanacatlan defenders could do was clear the
ball and the Byki just kept coming. The got what they
were looking for with 0:47 to go. Chris Cardenas carried
the ball along the boards on the right wing. He played a
clever pass to Marek Ciszewski at the near post. Ciszewski
wasted no time and tucked the ball home for his sxith tally
of the campaign.
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Teamwork  rules,  Byki  win



Juanacatlan pushed all of their effort forward to tie the
score one last time and caused some anxiety for the Byki
defense. The timing of the Juanacatlan passes was off,
however, and the Byki avoided any tragic endings. They
put a nice, red cherry on top of their game with a slick goal
with 0:08 to go. Ciszewski made a quick pass to Banbor
and the striker slinked his way past a defender and slid the
ball under the keeper to finish off Juanacatlan once and for
all.

Matt Treter contributed to this story.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
Silverstein 1 (Kekus); 7:20; 0:1. Banbor 4 (Pedlow); 30:50; 1:2. Ciszewski
6 (Cardenas); (pp); 37:13; 2:3. Banbor 5 (Ciszewski); 37:52; 2:4.

BYKI LINEUP (2-2-1): Fukar – Pedlow, Cardenas – Lane, Kekus – Winter.
Bench: Bajorek, Banbor, Ciszewski, Dec, Silverstein.

Byki Stats
SENIOR, NSL 2nd DIVISION O-30 RED, NSL 2nd DIVISION O-30 BLUE TEAM, CPSL

Player G A Pts Player G A Pts Player G A Pts
Taylor 9 5 14 Kekus 9 6 15 Piotrowski 5 4 9

Bouzoukis 8 3 11 Banbor 5 5 10 Tower 6 2 8
Sphar 5 4 9 Ciszewski 6 2 8 Stirrat 5 2 7

Martinez 5 3 8 Brough 2 2 4 Brough 2 4 6
Biggs 7 0 7 Bajorek 1 3 4 Zacarias 3 2 5

Black 2 5 7 Zacarias 3 0 3 Bolesta 3 1 4

Samp 2 3 5 Cardenas 1 2 3 Gallo 3 1 4
Lubeck 3 1 4 Winter 1 2 3 Towsey 2 2 4

Slaga 2 2 4 Dec 2 0 2 Gorecki 0 2 2
Kreydich, S 2 1 3 Silverstein 1 1 2 Stamatakos 1 0 1

Dziekiewicz 0 3 3 Jedrzejowski 1 0 1 Fukar 0 1 1

Rose 0 2 2 Elmkinssi 0 1 1 Gambino 0 1 1
Najera 1 0 1 Najera 0 1 1 Qualiardi 0 1 1

Fleming 0 1 1 Pedlow 0 1 1 Team goals 1 x x
Team goals 1 x x Team goals 3 x x

Goalie Min GA GAA
Goalie Min GA GAA Goalie Min GA GAA Fukar 450 75 8.33
Gambino 532 46 3.29 Fukar 532 37 2.64 Current record: 2-0-7

Final record: 6-2-6 Najera 38 6 6.00
Current record: 5-1-9



The Red Team ended the indoor campaign with a
hard-fought and disappointing 4:2 defeat to Chicago
Thunder last Friday. The Byki were far more competitive
against Thunder in the rematch than they were in the first
meeting between the sides, but the Byki were completely
undone by costly giveaways in their end of the field. The
Byki checked in with a dead-even 6-2-6 record for the
season, good for fifth place in the Blue Section.

The match was a crucial contest for Thunder, who still
had visions of catching Arabian FC’s Over 30 side for the
Blue Section title in the 2nd Division. Thunder’s hopes
were buoyed by Gremio FC’s 3:1 win over the Arabians
on Friday. The Arabians had been wire-to-wire leaders in
the 2nd Division and their defeat leaves the Blue Section
title race up for grabs. Thunder lead the pack with 33 points,
followed by Arabian FC on 31 and Gremio on 30. Various
scenarios could place any of the teams in first place this
coming Friday, but Thunder control their own destiny.

Thunder had a great chance to grab the early lead, but
botched a 2 v 1 breakout. A decisive pass found an open
player at the far post, but he lofted his open-net shot over
the crossbar.

The Byki snatched the advantage 2:14 later when Matt
Fleming stole the ball at the Byki red line and set off on a
dribbling run up the middle. He dumped the ball to Jason
Sphar in the deep right corner. With no help behind him,
Sphar drilled a shot off the boards and the funny ricochet
fooled the Thunder keeper as the ball skittered into the
goal.

It didn’t take Thunder long to equalize. The Byki lost
possession at the top of their area. A wide-open Thunder
player picked his spot and fired past the diving Joe Gambino
into the lower corner.

Things got worse for the Byki with 5:40 left in the half

when the Byki were dispossessed right on the doorstep of
the goal. It was an easy matter for the Thunder striker to
poke the ball home for a 2:1 lead. The look of dismay on
Gambino’s face after his teammates’ gaffes on the play told
the whole story.

The Byki righted the ship in the opening minutes of the
second half, as their possession game finally resembled a
coherent attack. The pushed and prodded the Thunder
defense and got their reward with 5:50 gone. Jeff Samp
controlled the ball in the corner and spotted Brian Lubeck
alone at the far post. Samp’s pass was inch-perfect and
Lubeck did the rest with a clinical finish.

Thunder went back on top just 1:30 later when a hard
shot from the right wing beat a sprawling Gambino at his
far post. The goal was just the tonic for Thunder, who then
settled down and slowly regained momentum in the match.
They capped things off with 8:34 left when Chris Rose
received a blue card for a foul in the box. Thunder converted
the resulting penalty kick to take a commanding 4:2 lead.

Thunder put a lid on the contest, keeping players back
and only moving forward on the counter. The Byki, in their
struggle to get back into the game, were left susceptible
on counterattacks. Gambino was called upon to make
several difficult saves, but no Byki comeback was in sight.

Matt Treter contributed to this story.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
Sphar 5 (Fleming); 6:27; 1:0. Lubeck 3 (Samp); 24:50; 2:2.

BYKI LINEUP (2-1-2): Gambino – Rose, Fleming – Samp – Martinez,
Taylor. Bench: Bouzoukis, Dziekiewicz, Lubeck, Najera, Sphar.

Byki 2 : 4 Thunder Senior Red Team - NSL 2nd Division
Odeum - 13 March 2009

 Byki  turnovers  prove  decisive



Byki 3 : 13 Croatia Over 30 Blue Team - CPSL Over 30 Division
Max McCook - 10 March 2009

Byki  giveaways  fuel  massive  rout

The Over 30 Blue Team absorbed another double-digit
pounding last Tuesday when Croatia romped and stomped
their way to a 13:3 victory. It was simply a case of the
Byki being unable to handle a far superior opponent.
“Everyone hustled and worked hard tonight,” noted goalie
Dean Fukar. Despite their effort, the Byki were simply not
on the same level as their opponents.

Talent gap aside, the Byki didn’t help themselves a bit
with their sloppy and inattentive play when the ball was
in front of their goal. Poor trapping and holding the ball
too long led to numerous turnovers in very critical and
dangerous positions. Fukar got a workout that he would
have rather avoided.

The Croatians had a slow, deliberate start to the contest
after scoring a quick goal after two minutes had been
played. The Byki tried to adopt a defense-first tactic to
limit Croatia’s scoring chances. While they succeeded up
to a point in blunting the Croatian attack early on, their
posture proved to be too defensive. With too many players
hanging back, the Byki attack was almost non-existent.
After they won the ball, the Byki had too many players
positioned in their half of the field, which made it difficult
to get people forward quickly. The first shot on goal for
the Byki came with 7:20 left in the first half.

The problems for the Byki were compounded by their
sloppiness with the ball. The turnovers made life easy for
Croatia, who certainly didn’t need any help from the Byki
in creating scoring opportunities. Croatia had built a 3:0
lead by the middle of the first half and three very costly
Byki turnovers upped the lead to a disheartening 6:0 by

the break.
The Croatians made it 9:0 in the first 7:26 of the second

half by pushing their counterattack. The Byki simply
couldn’t keep up with the quick passes and sprinting bursts.
Fukar made several terrific saves in tough situations, but
the shots rained down from all angles.

The Byki finally broke through with 11:02 left in the
game. Fukar distributed the ball to Joe Gambino on the
flank after a save. Gambino found Eric Tower open in the
middle and Tower took off toward the goal. His long shot
deflected off of a foot before settling into the back of the
net.

The Croatians patiently sat back and waited for
counterattack opportunities, which led to three more scores.
The plucky Byki, however, worked right to the end. Rick
Bolesta knocked home his third goal of the season after a
nice passing sequence that began with Fukar getting the
ball fast to the open man. Tower moved the ball to Dan
Stirrat, who found Bolesta to polish off a good-looking
attack. The final tally for the Byki came with less than a
minute left on the clock. Ted Piotrowski sent a corner kick
into the mixer and Tony Gallo slammed the ball home.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
Tower 6 (Gambino); 39:58; 1:9. Bolesta 3 (Stirrat); 47:48; 2:13. Gallo 3
(Piotrowski); 49:02; 3:13.

BYKI LINEUP (3-2-1): Fukar – Bolesta, Gambino, Gorecki – Stirrat, Gallo
– Piotrowski. Bench: Cooper, Tower, Towsey.
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MAJOR DIVISION

Red Section GP W D L GF GA Pts Blue Section GP W D L GF GA Pts

RWB Adria A 15 11 3 1 61 34 36 Deportivo Meridienne 15 12 1 2 59 28 37

Albanian Stars 15 7 3 5 45 33 24 FK Kozarac 15 12 0 3 63 32 36

RWB Adria B 15 7 1 7 52 52 22 HNNK Hrvat 15 11 0 4 55 35 33

B-H Lilies 15 4 3 8 41 54 15 Podlasie 15 5 2 8 32 43 17

FK Republika Srpska 15 4 2 9 31 52 14 NK Prijedor 15 5 0 10 38 49 15

CKS Warta A 15 1 1 13 21 57 4 SAC Wisla 15 2 2 11 26 55 8

FIRST DIVISION

Red Section GP W D L GF GA Pts Blue Section GP W D L GF GA Pts

Tricycles SC 15 15 0 0 63 19 45 Capitol Czarni Jaslo 15 9 4 2 68 25 31

Zaglebie SC 15 8 4 3 44 31 28 CKS Warta B 15 9 2 4 57 44 29

Real Independiente 15 8 1 6 44 39 25 Stal Mielec 15 8 2 5 55 39 26

West Bosnia SC 15 6 2 7 45 44 20 Jahbat FC 15 5 4 6 52 60 19

Albanian Stars B 15 3 0 12 38 73 9 Deportivo Colomex 15 5 1 9 35 60 16

HNNK Hrvat B 15 0 1 14 31 80 1 CD Taximaroa 15 3 1 11 32 50 10

SECOND DIVISION

Red Section GP W D L GF GA Pts Blue Section GP W D L GF GA Pts

Pitbulls SC 15 13 1 1 73 25 40 Chicago Thunder 13 11 0 2 77 36 33

Stare Byki Blue 15 11 2 2 78 36 35 Arabian FC Over 30 13 10 1 2 78 35 31

SAC Wisla B 15 10 3 2 69 40 33 Gremio FC 13 10 0 3 69 34 30

NK Prijedor B 15 7 4 4 53 44 25 FK Podrinje 13 8 1 4 60 39 25

Juanacatlan 15 7 3 5 50 54 24 Stare Byki Red 14 6 2 6 48 46 20

FC Kosova 15 5 2 8 66 61 17 SAC Wisla Over 30 13 4 2 7 38 45 14

Stare Byki Over 30 15 5 1 9 35 43 16 CKS Warta C 13 4 1 8 29 51 13

Chicago Dynasty FC 15 5 1 9 41 58 16 Montenegro 13 1 1 11 35 78 4

Real Independiente B 15 1 2 12 19 56 5 Chicago Inter R-B 13 1 0 12 23 93 3

West Bosnia B 15 1 1 13 35 102 4


